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The purpose of this thesis is to design and implement
the input translator for the Computer System Design
Environment, which is a computer-aided design system. The
Computer System Design Environment is used to design real
time controllers for a variety of purposes. The input
translator will take an input, which has been developed in
the prescribed language, CSDL, and with the aid of a partial
syntax-directed editor, translate it into primitive list
form. This form is used by the remainder of the system to
select the best hardware and software components, as
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I. IH TBODOCTION AND BACKGROUND
A. COHPOTER-AIDED DESIGN
Computers, as design tools, are beginning to touch every
facet of our lives. We can turn on our television sets to
see an advertisement for an automobile with a computer being
used to aeroiynamically design the body style of the car.
Architects are using computers to assist in modern drafting
and architectural design techniques [ Ref . 1], The potential
for automating the design of many other products exists and
research in all areas of computer-aided design (CAD) is
continuing at a prolific rate.
While research in the areas of artificial intelligence
may lead us someday to a computer which can, using natural
language understanding, solve problems reserved for only
humans today, current technology limits us to those problems
where the computer relies on human expert input for a knowl-
edge base. k knowledge base developed by human experts is
used by the computer to derive a design much faster than a
human and reduce the concern over the complexity of the
process. The computer can maintain a large data base of
components from which it can pick to satisfy a criteria as
described by the designer. While not really creative, this
system allows the mixing and matching, automatically, of
components to produce the best combination available. The
advantages to be gained are a decrease in the time it takes
to complete the design process and error free results,




One of tha most important features of such a system is
its accessibility. The user interface must be one that
meets the needs of the designer while remaining within the
bounds of current technology. The interface must be user-
friendly to the greatest possible extent. It is this
particular portion cf the problem which has given rise to
the most debate and brought forth the widest range of
possible solutions.
B. COMPDTEB SISTEH DESIGN EN7IR0NMEHT
The Computer System Design Environment (CSDE) , under
development at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey
California, is one such computer-aided design system. It is
based on the research contained in LtCol. Alan Ross's
doctoral disssrtation £Eef. 2]. Ross's work is an expansion
and realization of the research conducted by M. N. iiatelan
[Eef- 3]. The first CSDE implementation is one in which
real-time controllers (microprocessers) are designed based
on a realization library (knowledge base) of current micro-
processer technology. The system creates the problem state-
ment in a syntax- directed editor, translates it into an
intermediate form, selects a microprocessor realization from
the library and generates the software and hardware compo-
nent descriptions to implement the design. The components
are used to select a processor volume or implementation.
The volume checked to see if the timing constraints, set
forth by the designer, can be achieved. If so, the monitor
is generated and the output is formatted. The monitor
produces the software and ancillary hardware to realize the
correct strategy. If the timing constraints cannot be met,
a new volume must be chosen and tested. The CSDE gives a
designer the tools to derive the appropriate components that
make up the controller, no matter what its task is to be.

Motivation aad discussion of the CSDE are contained in
£Refs. 2 f 3].
C. PEE7I00S ffOHK
The moduLes that make up the Computer System Design
Environment are depicted in figure 1.1. Matelan described a
Control System Design Langaage (CSDL) as the input language
for this system [Bef. 3]. Using CSDL with a syntax-directed
editor keeps the input details at a high-level of abstrac-
tion while completely describing the proposed design.
To fulfill the input requirements of block 1 in figure
1.1^ a syntax-directed editor was designed and partially
implemented as a result of Lt. Barbara Sherlock's thesis at
the Naval Postgraduate School in 1983 [fief. 4]. Lt.
Sherlock's editor receives a high level input description of
the problem from the designer, formats it and passes it to
the input translator. This form is a combination of
Matelin's CSDL and ADA, the Department of Defense sponsored
design language. This language, as the basis for input to
and output from the editor, follows the concept that the
problem statement should not rec^uire the designer to be
proficient in the details of a iiigh level programming
language. The translator, as its name suggests, translates
the output from the editor into an Lntermediate form accep-
table to the follow on CSDE processes. Its design and
implementation are the subjects of this thesis. The opti-
mizer and functional mapper (Blocks 3 and 4, Figure 1.1)
exist as Fortran programs in the CSDE. The optimizer
requires an 80 column format for its input which is a primi-
tive list or the set of functions taat the controller will
perform, in an almost assembly-like language format. It is
developed from the contingency and procedures sections of
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Figure 1.1 Coapater System Design Environment.
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prescribed this format when the CSDE was originally imple-
mented by LtCol. Eoss. Work is currently in progress to
install both the design input and the realization library in
a relational database, thereby updating the optimizing and
mapping processes [Ref. 5]. But the basis of the input to
these sections of the system, which is the primitive list,
will remain the same-
D. SCOPE OF THIS THESIS
The purpose of this thesis is to design and implement
the input translator for the Computer System Design
Environment, The translator must take the problem state-
ment, a design for a real time microprocessor controller,
and translate it into a list of primitives and a symbol
table which can then be mapped across a realization library
to determine the most feasible components. Appendix A is an
example of a problem statement in the Computer System Design
Language developed by Matalan. In addition, the translator
must produce a timing table which can be used by the timing
analyser to determine a feasible monitor to control the
complete device [Ref- 2]. The timing table is developed
using the contingency section of the problem statement which
contains the timing requirements for the problem.
The next chapter of this thesis describes the design
considerations for the translator and provides the detailed
discussion of its requirements. The following chapters
discuss the implementation and testing of the translator and
the conclusions reached during the work- In addition,





A. DESIGN HEQOIEEHENTS AND CONSTRAINTS
As previously discussed, the input translator can be
thought of as one of several modules in the CSDE system. In
the CSDE hierarchy, it lies between the designer and the
optimizer. If we consider, for a moment, the module as a
hlack box, then we can better describe its function. The
input to the module is a specification, written by the
designer, for a real time controller. While Lt. Sherlock,
in her design of the input editor [fief. 4], decided to
produce a pseudo-ADA specification language as the output of
the editor, the translator being designed by this author
will use the Control System Design Language. If the ADA
ouput was to be adapted, this language would have to be
formalized and a grammar produced that is capable of being
parsed. In addition, the pseudo-ADA provides no real advan-
tage, as the specification must be parsed and the same
output produced no matter what the language. Therefore,
with the additional knowledge that the editor is the subject
of a current thesis project which -rfill return to the CSDL
output, the decision was made to write the translator for
that CSDL. A partial example of the CSDL description is
contained in figure 2.1.
The output from the translator consists of a primitive
list, a symbol table, and an application timing table. The
primitive list is intermediate code which reflects the
requirements of the input while the symbol table contains
eLLl input variables and their attributes. The application
timing table contains the contingencies with their related
tasks and all supplied timing values from the problem defi-




WHEN ALARM : 2MS,50US DO ALERT;
EVERY a MS : DO ENCODE:





IF BJFFER /= OLDBOF THEN DATA READY := 1 END IF;
EXIT DATA READY;
Figure 2. 1 A Partial Example of CSDL.
The reguiremeats, then, exist for the input language,
CSDL, to he analyzed to determine what method of translation
is to be emplayed. In addition, the reguired output must be
standardized among the system modules so the proper seman-
tics can be developed for the translation process. Each of
these issues will be discussed in detail in tne following
sections.
B. CSDL- THE IHPOT LANGUAGE
A translator accepts a source program, written in a
source language, and transforms it into an object program
[Ref, 6]. A source language designed for use in a computer
aided design system and utilized in CSDE is the Control
System Design Language (CSDL), the origin of which was
previously discussed. It is composed of an alphabet whose
individual elements are called tokens and a grammar which
expresses the rules governing the legal classes of token
strings. The tokens can be futher subdivided into terminals
14

and nonterminals. Terminals are the letters of the allowed
alphabet while the nonterminals are representations of
strings in tha language which increase the expressive power.
A partial example of the production rules for CSDL is
contained in figure 2.2. The syntax for CSDL, which
includes the alphabet and grammar, is contained in Appendix
B.
<WHEN D0> : ;= <QDALIFICATION> WHEN <NAME>
<EPIS0D3 TIMINO 00 <TASK LIST>
<TASK LI5T> ::= <NAME> / <TASK LISI> THEN <NAME>
<NAME> ::= *ID* / *ID* { <EXPR LIST> ) /
*ID* *NUMBER* : *N'JMBEa*
Figare 2.2 An Example of CSDL Syntax.
Different types of translating devices accept different
languages classifications. To narrow tne choice of trans-
lator designs, it must be determined which classification
fits CSDL. Neither Matelan nor Ross, in their early work on
CSDE, included this description [fiefs. 2,3]. So, a brief
review of language classification will assist in this deter-
mination- Chomsky distinguished four general classes of
grammars [ Hef . 7]. Without turning this section into a text
on language theory, these are, from the most general to the
most specific: unrestricted, context-sensitive, context-
free, and right- linear. Context-sensitive and context-free
are subsets of the unrestricted class, while the right-
linear and two other grammars related to the right-linear
15

grammars, left- linear and regular, are all subsets of the
coDtext-free grammars. These classes allow us to define
seatence recognizing machines which form the basis for
translators. C3DL falls into the category of context-free
grammars. This is the set which, in its production rules,
has any string of terminals and nonterminals on the right-
hand side of the production while the left-hand side is
restricted to nonterminals only. The classes of right-
linear, left-linear, and regular grammars restrict the order
and appearances of terminals and nonterminals on each side
of the production rules and CSDL loss not fall into one of
these categories. Context-sensitive grammars allow terminals
as well as one nonterminal on the left-hand side of the
production rules and, while CSDL does fit this category, the
context-sensitive are a super-set of the context-free gram-
mars, so this is not an issue whea we try to develop the
machines which can recognize CSDL.
Each of the phrase-structured grammar classes has an
automaton associated with it. The right-linear grammars can
be recognized and accepted by a finite-state automaton which
consists of a finite set of states and a set of transitions
between pairs of states. Each transition is associated with
some terminal symbol. The context-sensitve grammars are
recognized and accepted by a two-way, linear bounded auto-
maton which is essentially a Turing machine whose tape
cannot grow longer than the input string. And, finally,
coQtext-free grammars are recognized and accepted by a
finite-state automaton controlling a push-down stack, with
rules governing the operations on the stack [ Ref . 6].
Matelan states that CSDL was created as a context-free
grammar and iaspection of the syntax contained in Appendix B
confirms this [Ref- 3}» In order to recognize strings in
the language and translate them into the presribed
primitive- list format a finite-state automaton with a push-




It was shDwn above that CSDL is a context-free grammar
and a push-down automata will be required as the recognizer
for strings ia the language. Additional properties of CSDL
must be investigated to further define the problem of
parsing. In a context-free grammar each nonterminal can be
expanded into some terminal string independently of its
neighbors, and its expanded string essentially "pushes
aside" its neighbors without interfering with their order in
any way [Ref. 6]. But we do impose some ordering rule for
the selectioQ of the next nonterminal to replace, in a
sentential form for a canonical derivation. The most common
rules are left-most and right-most. In a left-most deriva-
tion, the left-most nonterminal in each sentential form is
selected for the next replacement and in a right-most, the
right-most noQ terminal is selected. Most common programming
languages are easily parsed from laft to right, but with
difficulty from right to left. Futhermore, algebraic opera-
tions are usually performed from left to right, by conven-
tion, so it is the order that will be considered. A
top-down parse of some sentence, scanning from ief t-to-right
through the string, corresponds to a left-most derivation
while a bottoa-up parse works from a given sentence upward
toward the start symbol, in a left-to-right manner.
[Ref. 6]-
There are some rules governing the use of these two
types of parsers which affect the choice of one for use in
recognizing CSDL. Top-down recognition with a look-ahead of
k symbols is only possible on a subset of the context-free
grammars called LL(k) grammars. Although it is not obvious
whether a graamar is LL (k) , there is one property which is
relevant in this discussion. An LL(k) grammar has no left
recursive nonterminals, i.e. , a nonterminal A, such that A =>
17

Aw for some w, a string in the language [Ref- 6]. It can be
quickly determined by examining Production 17 in Appendix 3
that CSDL is left-recursive. In fact, it is full of recur-
sion. There are algorithms for removing left-recursion in
grammars and for a small grammar that would be the choice.
But CSDL has 190 productiDQ rules and removing the extensive
recursion would increase the grammar size an unacceptable
amount. So top-down parsing will be discarded as a possible
parsing method.
A bottom-up LR (k) parser is the other major type of
recognizer under consideration. A grammar is said to be
12(k) if/ for every derivation, the production A => x can be
inferred by scanning ux and at most the first k symbols of v
in the following derivation step: uAv => uxv . The major
advantage of this method is that an LR (k) parser can be
constructed for any context-free grammar. This would elimi-
nate the necessity to remove the left-recursion from CSDL.
There is one other major advantage in choosing a
bottom-up LR(1) parser automaton. An automatic parser
generator can construct, using a computer, the language
specific tables that control the operation of the automaton.
The LR package from Lawrence Livermoce Laboratory [fiefs, 8
,
9] is such a system which constructs tne tables. Having it
available on the Vax 11/780 at the Naval Postgraduate School
made the decision easy. It, also, has the advantages that
the parsing routine is guaranteed to be correct, the CSDL
grammar can be changed easily when necessary, and the
resulting translator becomes simple and efficient. For the




The structure of the parser will follow the technique
described by 3. J. Myers ia his boolc. Composite S tru c tured
Desiqp [Ref. 10], and utilized in tha design and implementa-
tion of an ADA pseudo-machine by Captain Alan Sarlington in
















Current state and token
Production #, Stkptr
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Figure 2.3 Parser Structure-
depicted in figure 2-3. The top module, PARSE, provides
FINDBEDUCTION with the current state and current look-ahead
symbol. FINDREDUCTION returns a production number if any
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reduction exists. PARSE then calls DOHEDUCIION and the
sequence is rspeated. If no reduction exists, PARSE calls
riNDTRANSITION to see if any transitions exist. DOTRANSITION
accomplishes the transition and the routine repeats until a
final state is reached. If no transition exists, an error
is detected and the routine either attempts to recover or
halts depending on the severity of the error.
The parser maintains two stacJcs, one to store the next
token and one to store the current state. When DOEEDUCTION
provides SEMANTIC with the production number, the components
of the production have been placed on the stack and SEMANTIC
can take the the proper action. Tlis action could include
adding a symbol to the symbol table with its appropriate
parameters, calling an error routine, or nothing. After
completing the semantic actions tsie items on the stack are
removed by DOfiEDOCriCN and the proper token replaces them.
Various auxiliary procedures and error routines will be
necessary to complete the translator. These procedures will
include the input and output routines required to read the
designers inpat and place the created primitives and symbol
table in proper format.
The translator, thus, will take a CSDL description of
the desired controller, ^heck for errors, parse the input,
and produce the primitive list , the symbol table, and
application timing table. The implementation of the trans-




A. LANGUAGE 3F IflPLEMENTATION
The Computer System Design Environment was originally
implemented ia Fortran, with the system maintaining its data
base on formatted punch cards for use in a batch environ-
ment. Feasible alternatives exist and have been investi-
gated in subsequent research. CSDE is now installed in the
Vax 11/780 at the Naval Postgraduate School, with interac-
tive computing available in a variety of programming
languages. 3owever, it is still maintained, mainly, in
Fortran. It has been shown to be conceptually feasible to
represent the data base requirements of the CSDE by a rela-
tional model [Hef. 5]- Future intentions are to realize
this concept on a data base management system such as
Oracle, whicli is available on the Vax machine. The impor-
tance of this is that format, such as column numbers and
location of lata, and interface compatibility lose their
importance and the relations between the data and the repre-
sentations of the relations become major concerns.
An additional property required for the implementation
language is maintainability. CSDL will not be static, as
previously discussed. As hardware technology changes, the
realization library will have to be updated and, accord-
ingly, CSDL will have to lodified. This will result in an
update to the translator, reflecting, possibly, such changes
as new primitives, A high level familiar programming




Pascal is a high level programming language which
supports the above requirements and, therefore, was chosen
over the possible alternatives. Pascal is familiar to most
proc^rammers acid, in fact, is the "first language" taught to
new Computer Science students at the Naval Postgraduate
School. In addition, it is easily understood by programmers
conversant with other block-structured languages.
The modularity available with Pascal's procedures, func-
tions, and high level constructs will provide maintain-
ability. 2a::h major function in the parser will comprise a
Pascal procedure, making the main body of the program
simple. Also, a section to be modified or updated is self-
contained, and can be seperately compiled and debugged
following changes.
Perhaps the most important reason for selecting Pascal
is the expected improvements in the CSDE system data base.
When the libraries are placed in a relational database, and
the designer's input must be mapped to a library in such a
system, the data structures comprising the translator's
outputs will require change. Pascal data structures are
powerful and adaptable to a relational model, enabling this
major modification to be completed without difficulty.
Dntil such time as this occurs, the output will be of the
form dictated by current system implementation. The details
of this will follow.
B. TBAHSLATOB INPOT
The input to the translator is the designer's require-
ments for a controller, written in ttie Control System Design
Language, an example of which is contained in Appendix A.
At this writing, a partial syntax-directed editor is under
development which will create, based on the designer's
ideas, the input in syntactically correct form. No
22

conceptual basis for the storage or file format of the input
has been previously discussed, so several assumptions were
made tc enable production of the translator. Since the
program is to be written ia Pascal aa d reside as a member of
the larger system, the CSDE, a simple file containing the
CSDL problem description, which is read by the translator,
will be utilized as the method of input. The file will be a
text file witli the only formatting restrictions being those
imposed by the syntax of 3SDL, the language being parsed.
While this method of input will, currently, require some
hands on system manipulation during run time, it is envi-
sioned that a system macro can easily be developed at a
later date to automate the process.
It is intended that the input be provided to the trans-
lator in syntactically correct form. However, as mentioned
above, the means for this is not yet implemented. As
example problem statements and test cases have been gener-
ated to exercise the translator, a requirement has developed
for syntax error detection. This requirement can be elimi-
nated and the ensuing code removed upon completion of the
editor.
C. PBINCIPAL PBOCEDORES AND DATA STHOCTORES
The parser was summarized at a high level of abstraction
in Chapter 2 of this thesis. This section will point out
the important procedures and data structures employed by the
translator. The supporting functions which complete the
translator are described as they appear in the program in
Appendix D-
The tables produced by the automatic parser generator,
which control the operation of the parser, are placed in
arrays. The array sizes were set in program constants and
would be modified if a change to CSDL caused a modification
23

to the tables. In addition^ the symbol table, the state and
lookahead sta-ks, and the temporary and constant lists are
all implemented as arrays of records. Each record contains
such information as the type and precision of the variable
or constant and a pointer to the next record in the list.
With the continuous manipulation of these data structures,
such as pops and pushes on the stacks as well as the
requirement for access to each member of each list, it was
determined tiiat this implementation allowed the maximum
degree of flexibility. Also, the size of each data structure
was described by a program constant, in order to improve
maintenance. A limit might change in a situation where a
controller design rec^uired a large number of input and
output signals or internal variables, exceeding the maximum
allowed for a stack-
Four sections conceptually comprise the translator
program. The first is the initialization sequence,
comprised of the procedure INITIALIZE and supporting func-
tions. This section sets the initial values for all program
variables and initializes the temporary and constant lists
as well as the input symbol table to null values. It also
establishes the SYMTABLE, which is a list containing all
reserved words in CSDL, each located by a pointer. This
table is used in the program to check each input token to
determine whether it is a reserved word, identifier, or
operator. Additionally, INITIALIZE includes the procedures
for sending the generated primitive list, symbol table, and
scratch pad to output files.
The next section is the actual parsing routine,
comprised of the procedures PARSE, FINDREDUCTION,
DOREDUCTION, FINDTRANSITI ON, DOTR ANSITION, and their
supporting procedures and functions. This sequence of code,
essentially, repeats itself, looking at each input token,
retrieved by GSTSYM, and attempts to move through the
24

reguired production until a final state is reached. The
tokens are placed on the stack and if a reduction can be
performed, control moves to the semantic portion of the
program. If one cannot be done, the segueace finds the
transition and continues movement through the production
rule, getting the next input syinbol, with the stack
unchanged. If no transitions exist, an error is present in
the input.
When a reduction number, which corresponds to a produc-
tion number in the CSDL grammar, is found, the program
seguences to the third main section which contains the
semantic operations for the program. It includes the proce-
dures SEMANTIC and SEMANIICI. These are two large case
statements which, for each production, do the proper stack
operations and send the output information to the procedures
in the initialization section to be formatted and filed.
The semantic operations are called from within DOEEDUCTION,
but really comprise a seperate module within the structure
of the translator.
The last section of the translator is the set of proce-
dures comprising the error handling routines. This includes
procedures PRINTEHROES, RECOVER, ERROR, and PRINTLINERROSS.
The parsing routine attempts to recover, using the procedure
of the same name, from an error wiile documenting it to the
user. If the parser cannot recover, the program will halt
and print the complete list, in a file, of the errors noted
prior to the crash. This error handling sequence can be
eliminated from the translator, as previously noted, on





1 . Pri mit ive List
The primary output of the translator is the primi-
tive list, a sample of which is contained in figure 3.1.
This list of primitives is similar to a set of macros with
P 1s. generated for;DATAA
P 2s.proc (DATAA:)
P 3s.sens€cond (FLGA:1)
P 4s. eg (ST01,FL3A.SC01: 8,1 ,8)
P Ss.impf (a)T01,a)01 :8)
P 5s-assign ( DATAA, a)C01 : 1 , 8)
P 7s.loc (0)01:)
P 3s.exitproc (DATAA:)
Figure 3.1 A Sample of the Primitive List.
the operands ind attributes corresponding to parameters. It
is converted by the Optimizer module, in the CSDE, to the
internal format reguired by succeeding modules [Ref- 2]-
In the initial implementation of CSDE there was no
front end, i.e., the modules for the designer input and
translation to intermediate form did not exist. Therefore,
the information reguired in each primitive was hand gener-
ated and formatted by column numDer so it could be inputed
in batch form as a card image file. Because the information
is still reguired in the same format, the output, containing
the primitive list and called PRIMFILE, was set up in an
identical manner. Each primitive is one line and spaces
were added to emulate the blank columns on a punch card.
The name of the primitive appears first (software primitives
preceded by s. , hardware by h.) . This is followed by the




Ihe primitive list, also, contains the design
criteria, preceded by d. , which allows the designer to
specify the order of consideration of the realization
volumes. The generation of many realizations can also be
requested, eich of which is presented along with its chip
count and power requirements. The final portion of the
primitive list is the application timing table, with each
line preceded by a beginning A- This table includes the
timing constraints and associated requirements. Further
details concerning the information present in each column in
the sections of the primitive list are contained in
Reference 2 and, therefore, will not be discussed here.
The primitive names, such as eg and mult, were
chosen to correspond as closely as possible to the operation
suggested, but the names in the realization volumes must be
identical to the ones emitted by the translator for the CSDE
to function. They are easily modified in the semantic
portion of ths program if required. However, new operations
will dictate a modification to the CSDL grammar with addi-
tional productions and semantic rules.
2. Sym bol Table
The concept of a symbol table, for use by succeding
modules in tha CSDE, is a result of tuis thesis. With the
format required in the primitive list, it is difficult for
the modules to look up, during the mapping, the attributes
such as type, precision, value, and technology for
controller variables and constants. It is thought that if
this information were available in an easily read form, it
would increase the speed of the realization process and
raise the level of system efficiency. The functional mapper
could read the symbol table first, and generate memory




A symbol table caa take as many forms as there are
formats for a file. The data structure used to hold the
information is also arbitrary. At the time of this writing,
no decision has been made as to the ideal implementation.
So, the information will be dumped into a file in the same
format as the primitive list and can later be changed. This
information includes all variables with their initial value
and precision, all required memory locations, and all
constants. In addition, the input and output ports with the
expected signal names, technology, and precision are
included for possible use. The code to format the symbol
table can either be written in a seprate small routine to be
installed as a system module, or could be added to the
translator. Whichever the case, a decision in this matter
may well coma in time for the code to be included in the
final version of the translator for this thesis, in which
case it will be reflected in the exaapie symbol table in the
appendices.
3. Scratch Pad
A scratch pad file developed naturally as the trans-
lator was designed and implemented. Used initially for
output, it significantly aided the debugging and verifying
of the processes. Error routines, mentioned previously,
sead error diagnostics to this file. Traces of parser
execution which were developed out of necessity as part of
the debugging process also needed an output medium. Because
of this, the scratch pad became a formal part of the trans-
lator- This file, TRANSLATE, is a text file, with no
particular format, containing information which can be
helpful to the user. If an error is detected in the input,
the diagnostic, which traces the error, will appear here,
with comments as to possible corrective action.
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In additiDn, three toggles have been included which
provide, if desired, 3 types of traces of program execution.
TRACEFAESE will trace the parsing action, providing the
transition and reduction numbers as the parser moves through
the input. TEACETOK provides the input tokens, one at a
time, as they are read. PEINTTABLE displays the controller
symbol names trith their attributes. These toggles are acti-
vated ty including "— #" followed by a toggle name at the
head of the inut file. More than one toggle per execution




17. TESTING AND VALIDATION
A. THEORY OF TESTING
The theory of software testing is a difficult problem
and the subject of extensive researca. Preliminary reports
from this research indicate varying effectiveness. Dijkstra
says that debugging can only show the presence of errors,
but never their absence [fief. 12]. It is commonly agreed
that program testing cannot assure program "correctness"
except under special circumstances- But the debate over
Dijkstra's statement continues because others have developed
theorems whica challange his reasoning [fief- 13]-
The most important factor in testing is to have a well-
understood goal for the testing process. In the case of the
input translator, proving correctness was not at issue. The
algorithm for the parser is well proven to be a correct one
[Hef- 9], so the detection of bugs in the program was the
goal. Methods of testing include top-down versus bottom-up,
static versus dynamic, white box versus black box, and other
less known systematic approaches. In bottom-up testing, the
idea is to tuild the program with proven (bug free) compo-
nents, while top-down begins with tests of the highest level
using stubs to simulate the activity of the lower level
modules. Static testing attempts to demonstrate the trutn
of an allegation, i.e., it roughly corresponds to bench-
testing a power-driven device without applying power, and
dynamic testing seeks to exercise a program in a controlled
and systematic way. The white box testing approach is,
knowing any part of the sofware system is present for some
specific reason, then relating each piece of a software
system to th*=^ requirement it fulfills. Tne bidck i~^x method
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is an extensive testing approach which attempts to d^r^on-
strate the presence of function b/ concentrating on tne
exterior specifications of the software system [ Ref - 1^]-
Just thesa brief examples illustrate the fact that soft-
ware testing is not a well-defined science. The primary
reason for this is that the concern for software reliability
is relatively new. Only in the past decade has any notable
effort been expended in understanding how a program can be
proven correct or demonstrated to be reliai/le.
In selecting possible approaches to establish the relia-
bilty of the input translator, a coaibination of methods was
determined to be the best. As previously noted, progran
correctness is not the objective. Also, the individual
modules were completely debugged as taey were built. So the
problem reduces to ensuring the function between the input
and output is such that the correct output is realized for
each possible input. This is a blacji box methodology, but,
since the program is to be exercised as a whole, the concept
of dynamic tasting also applies. The following section
discusses the results of this testing and validation.
B- TEST RESULTS
Functional testing, a form of dynamic testing, involves
the testing of a system over eacn of the different possible
classes of input, the testing of eacn function implemented
by the system, and the generation of test output in eacn of
the possible output classes [Ref. 15]. This is the method-
ology that was employed in the testing of the input trans-
lator.
The CSDL input is divided into 5 parts which are
IDENTIFICATION, DESIGN CEITEEIA, EN VIR0N.1ENT, PROCEDURES,
and CCNTINGENZIES. Each of these sections was examined in
detail to determine the finite set of permutations in
structure and content, as set forth by the CSDL grammar.
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These possibilities fornied the basis for test cases to be
used in exercising the input translator. Due to its
coaplexity, the PROCZDURSS section received the most atten-
tion, but each part is discussed, in teras of the test
results, below.
The II>2NriFICAT ION section, an example of which is
contained in figure 4.1, consists of 3 character strings
IDENriFICATICN
DESIGNER: "Tnoaas H. Carson"
DAIS: "10 April 1984"
PR3JECI: "Start .Malfunction' Controller"
Figure 4.1 IDENTIFICATION Section of the Input.
which make up a portion of the documentation for the system.
Tha strings ire not parsed by tne input translator, just
simply read and ignored. This section is optional, as are
they all, and the parser performs no otner action on it.
The DESIG.^ CRITERIA, an exampla of which is contained in
figure 4.2, allows the the user to specify the metric and
number of monitors and volumes to be employed in the mapping
process, the next module in the CSDE system. Tne metric is





Figure 4.2 DESIGN CRITERIA Section of the Input.
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and volumes are integer values. The parser reads each of
these and checks for corre::; tness in terms of value. It then
reformats the information and places it in a special portion
3d:FIEST : 1: 1:
Figure 4.3 Primitive List Form of the DESIGN CRITERIA.
of the primitive list. The possible alternatives were exer-
cised and the corresponding correct output was generated, an
example of which is contained in figure 4.3.
The ENViaONHENT section, an example of which is
contained in figure 4,4, contains the variable declarations
for the input. It has 4 parts which are: procedure declara-
tions, input signals, output signals, and duplex signals.
While each of the above is optional, the controller will
have to sense at least one input and emit one output to have
some function. Each declaration can have its name, struc-
ture, precision, initial value, or the technology associated
ENVIRON.IE NT
INPUT: EPM,8,TrL: FIRS SEN SS- 1, TTL
;
OIL P&ES, Q,TTL:~END INPUT;
OUTPUT: SDT,1,rTL: SD2,1,TTL:
FIRE EXT,1,TTL; END OUTPUT;
ARITHMETIC: ^TASFLG^I; END ARITHMSNTIC;
Figure 4.4 ENVIRONMENT Section of the Input.
with it. The type of declaration decides which and how many
of the attributes each variable will have. For the internal
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program variables, ic the ARITHMETIC section, the translator
generates a system variable primitive and for each of the
signals it produces tha associated software primitive.
Again, while the translator is parsing the structure of the
input, the real work done is reformating the names and their
associated attributes into the appropriate primitive. No
errors could be detected in exercising the program over this
Us.inputport (E?i1,TTL:8)






Figure 4-5 Primitive List Form of the Input.
portion of the input. An example of the output generated by
the above example is contained in figure 4.5.
The PROCEDURES section contains the functions and tasks
which establish the purpose of tne controller being real-
ized. The differences between functions and tasks are:
functions are allowed only one basic statement and return a
value while tasks allow multiple statements and perform a
job. The key to both is the basic statement which is one of
several types seen in most programming languages. The
alternatives are: if-then, while-do, for loop, assignment,
data input, data output, perform tas.t , and wait. The only
ones that might not be familiar are the "perform task" and
"wait". "Perform task" allows for nested procedures and the
"wait" statement causes the program to suspend itself for a
prescribed period of time. An example of a task is




IF START SWIT THEN
SENSE (HPM);
SD5 • = •




Figure 4.6 PROCSDOEES Section Input Example.
This section is where the parser really does its work.
It must parse each statement in the procedure and generate
an appropriata section of primitives, including temporaries,
assemtly-language-like software primitives and labels, which
fulfill the intent of the statement. Each of the tasic
statements was exercised through the translator without any
error detection, but because of the increased complexity of
this section , 100% reliability cannot be confirmed. To do
so would reqaire a technique such as path testing. This
requires that every logical path through a program be tested
at least onca- Another possibility is to construct test
data which causes each branch in the program to be traversed
[Eef. 15]. Mogorithms for such testing exist, but the
problems with each are the excessive time, CPU service, and
output verifi:;ation required. Therefore, complete path or
branch testing was not attempted. However, the author's
confidence in the correctness, after the testing that was
conducted, is 100)5- An output produced from the above input
example is contained in figure ^-7.
The CONTINGENCY LIST section, an example of which is
contained in figure 4.8, sets up the flow and timing for the
controller by establishing how often each procedure should
be executed. There are 4 types oC statements allowed in





























Figure 4.7 Primitive List Form of the PROCEDORES Section,
While the parsing action for these statements, basically




WHEl^ reset SWIT:100MS do INIT;
EVERY 1000T5S DO CLOCK;
EVERY 100MS DO OVRSPD;
Figure 4.8 CONTINGENCY LIST Input Example-
determining what the format in the primitive list should be.
For consistancy, each was treated the same with blanks left
in the columns in the "simple do", "every", and "at time"
statements whare a contingency name appears in the "when-do"
statement. Examination of the example output in figure 4.9
and its comparison with the input example above will clarify
this point. Alternative entries, such as the word "each",
to replace tha blanks are under consideration. The desi-
sion, based on the requirements of the functional mapper,
will not occur prior to the submission of this thesis.




A 1 :RESET SWIT :INIT :HS: 100, 0, 0, 0,
A 2 .•CLOCK :MS: 1000, 0, 0, 0,
A 3 lOVESPD :MS: 100, 0, 0, 0,
Figure a. 9 Primitive List Form of the CONTINGENCY LIST.
correctness ia this section. The program does act according
to its given resuirements but the possiblity exists for
these to change and, at that time, tne section will have to
be re verified.
Only the primitive list has baen discussed above as
program output. The translator also generates a symbol
table and a scratch pad. Since tha symbol table is unfor-
matted, testing established only that the required informa-
tion ¥as present. The scratch pad is not a functional
member of the CSDE and, therefore, was not tested. The
error-checking routines within the translator were tested in
so far as they were used in creating correct input file for
the testing dascribed above. This was considered adequate
due to the impending completion of i syntax-directed editor
for composing the CSDL input for the translator.
The input translator was built bottom-up in modular
form. This methodology and the use of the automatically
generated driver for the parsing routines were significant
reasons for the relatively error-free results obtciined
during the testing of the translator as a whole.
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7. CONCIDSIONS AND ilCOMMENDATIONS
A. PEOGBAI! SAINTSNANCE
The use of the automatic parser generator in providing
the control tables for the translator allows the maximum
degree of flexibility for program maintenance. The
resulting main program is modular and space efficient, with
anticipated changes, such as new emissions from the semantic
routines, easily included in the system-
The most obvious portion of the system which will
undergo modification is the CSDL grammar. Matelan states
there is no capability in CSDL for notational extensibility,
nor should there be [Eef- 16]. He points out it is doubtful
that the average user can design extensions that will cause
less harm than good and the provision of a good macro capa-
bility and extendable function/task libraries are preferred.
This author disagrees. The advantage of using the parser
generator is that a new set of tables can be produced for a
modified CSDL with virtually no disturbance to the trans-
lator. The changes to the grammar must be consistent with
the rules governing 11(1) grammars, but such modifications
as the inclusion of new tokens or reserved words is within
the capability of advanced program language students. In
addition, to keep CSDL static, using the function/task
libraries to realize new primitive operations as they become
technologically feasible, only results in a less efficient
controller. It could lead, in the worst case, to the
inability to utilize the latest hardware technology avail-




One particular change to CSDL needs immediate attention.
Many ccntrollars require an analog input or output signal,
aatelan, in his work, makes the assumption that analog
information must be converted to a digital signal before it
reaches the interface [Bef. 16]. If we have the ability to
modify CSDL, this is no longer a complex issue. One possi-
bility is to add a new input/output signal type with the
CSDE calling for an A/D-D/A converter when this type is
mapped to a library.
B. BECOHMEND&TIONS FOE CSDE
The flow of information between modules in CSDE, prior
to the impending completion of the designer and translator
modules, is consistent. Since the system was implemented in
Fortran and resides on one machine, there is no problem.
But with the completion of the translator, the subject of
this thesis, and the designer module having the same time
schedule, tha problem of interfaces becomes significant.
The translator is written in Pascal and, while the ouput is
a simple text file, the information flow will not be as it
should. In addition, the designer module is being written
in the "C" programming language which will generate,
possibly, further interface problems. It is therefore
recommended that the CSDE system be incorporated, as quickly
as possible, into a data base management system such as
Oracle. This was previously discussed in Chapter 3 of this
thesis and the design of the data base was the subject of
earlier research [Bef. 5]- This rasearch pointed out that
this redesign of 3SDE should help streamline the operation
and eliminata any complex programming schemes that were
built cut of necessity in earlier work- This concept will
eliminate, completely, the interface problems, as the infor-
mation will ba input to and accessible from the database as
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it passes from one module to the next. An overall improve-
ment in system documentation, efficiency, and usability
should result while, at the same time, allowing each module
to maintain its individuality and function-
ed SOHHAHY
In completing the design and implementation of the input
translator, the objective of this thesis has been accom-
plished. Tha translator has been tested and fufills the
function reguired of the module in the Computer System
Design Environment [Bef- 2], The additional features added
to the translator include an option to monitor the execution
seguence in a variety of tracing moles and extensive error
checking. While not ::ansidered integral parts of the
program, these features were useful in its design and
testing. As the CSDE evolves, these features might become
superfluous, at which time they could be eliminated. But
the information provided by the features should be consid-
ered prior to that decision.
The design methodology employed in the production of the
translator was not inovative, but it allowed the program to
be simple and straightforward. Iha use of the automatic
parser generator was a time saver and proved to be a tool
which will allow for the ease of future program maintenance
as no other could. In one sense, we could say, while gener-
ating a module for a computer aided design system, a
computer aided programming tool was central in the
development.
The translator will reside in the CSD2 on the VAX 11/780
VMS operating system. It is a Pascal program with the
source and object code available under the filename "CSDL".
The user instructions have been fully covered in the














INPDT: CONSIN, 8,TTL; C0NST,8,TTL; F L3 A , 1 , TTL; P£ NA, 8, TTL ;
FLGB, 1,TTL; PINB,3,TTL; END INPUT;
OUTPUT: VA,3,rTL; VB,8,rTL; END OUTPUT;






TDB,3; BINT, 8; /SA,8; VSB,8
PSB,8; C0NPTT,8; EA,8; SB,
3


















IF CNT_B >= 4 THEN BCNI := 1; END IF;
END BCNT;
TASK AFIX;
ARITHMETIC: ADIFF,8; END ARITHMETIC;
SENSE (PISA) ;
EA := PINA*KCA - PSA;
ADIFF := (3*EA - a*EA1 + EA2)*5;
AINT := AINT + EA/KC;










EB := PINB*KCB - PSB;
BDIFF := {3*EB - 4*SBl + E32) *1 0;
BINT := BINT * EB/KCB;



















IF CONPTT = 1 THEN KCA :=
IF CCNPTT = 2 THEN ITIA ,
IF CONPTT = 3 THEN TDA :=
IF CONPTT = 4 THEN VSA :=
IF CONPTT = 5 THEN PSA : =
IF CONPTT = 6 THEN AINI ,
IF CONPTT = 7 THEN KCB : =
IF CONPTT = 8 THEN ITIB ,
IF CONPTT = 9 THEN TDB : =
IF CONPTT = 13 THEN VSB
IF CONPTT = 11 THEN PSB ,














= CONST; END IF;
CONTINGENCY LIST
WHEN DATA_A :100MS DO AFIX;
WHEN DATA^B ;30MS DO B^CALC;
WHEN BCNT :100MS 1)0 BFIX;




FORMAL SYNTAX OF CSDL
TEEMINALS NDNTERMINALS
1. ( 84. , <ADP>
2. ) 85. CAfilTHMETIC 30DY>
3. * 86. <AEITHMETIC DEO
4. ** 87. <ARITHMETIZ SPEO
5. *ID* 88- <ASSIGNMENT STMT>
6. *NU£1BER* 89. <AT TIME>
7. *STRING* 90. <B1>
8. + 91. <B2>
9. ' 92. CBASIC STMT>
10.- 93. <3INARY BODY>
11. - 94. C3INARY DEO
12. / 95. <BINARY ?aE:iSION>
13. /= 96. CBINARY SPEO
14. : 97. <CHARACIER RSP LIST>
15. := 98, <CHARACTER REP>
16. ; 99- <CODE DEC LIST>
17- < • 100. <C3DE DEO
18. <= 101. <C3DE ID>
19. = 102- CCODE SPEO
20- == 103. <C3DE VAR SP2C>
21. => 104. CCONTINGENCY DEF>
22. > 105. . <CONTINGENCY LIST>
23. >= 106. <:DNTR0L SYSTEM DESIGN>
24. AND 107. <DATA INPaT>

















































































































61- NOT 144. <PERFORM TASX>
62- NS 145, <PERIOD>
63. OR 146- CPI>
64. OUTPUT 147. <PRIMARY>
65. POWER 148. CPROC DEC 3P>
66. PROCEDURES 149. CPROC DEO
67. PROJECT 150. .<PROC GP>
68. S 151. <PROC SECTIO.^>
69. SENSE 152. <PROC>
70. TASK 153. < QUALIFICArr3N>
71. TEfia 154. CSANK>
72. THEN 155. <RELATION>
73. TO 156- CRELATIONAL ?P>
74- TTL 157. <ROS>
75. UNTIL 158- CSIMPLE D0>
76. US 159. CSIUPLE EXP>
77. VARIABLES 160. <STMT 3P>
78- VOLUMES 161. <STMT>
79. WAIT 162. <SrRUCTURE>
80. WHEN 163. <3YSTEM GOAL SYM50L>
81. WHILE 164. CTASK LIST>
82. { 165. <TASK>






















182. <ZOPT PEOC Die GP>
THE PRODUCTIONS
1. <SYSTEM GOM SyMBOL> ::= END <CONrROL SYSTEM DESIGN> END
2. <AOP> : := 3. / -
4. <MOP> : := *
5. / /






12. <PfiIMAEY> : := *NUMBER*
13. / *STRING*
14. / <NAME>
15. / ( <EXPRES3I0N> 1
16. <FACTOR> ::= <PEIMARY>
17.. / <FACTOR> ** <PRIHARY>
18. <TEEM> ::= <FACTOR>
19. / <rEEM> <M3P> <FACT3R>
20. <SIMPLE EXP> : := <TEEM>
21. / <AOP> <TEEM>
22.
.
. / NOT TEEM
23. / <SIMPLE EXP> <A3P> <TERM>
24. <RELATION> : := <SIMPLE EXP>
25. / <SIMPLE EXP> <RELATIONAL 0P> <S[ MPLE EX?>
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26. <EXP 4> ::= <RELATION>
27. / <EXP_a> AND <BELATIDN>
28. <EXP 3> ::= <EXP 4>
29. / <EXP_3> OR <EXP_4>
30. <EXP 2> ::= <EXP 3>
31. / <EXP_2> => <EXP_3>
32. <EXPfiESSIDN> ::= <EXP_2>





/ <EXPR LIST> , <EXPRESSION>
37. <IF THEN> ::= <IF HEAD> THEN <5i:Mr GP> END I?
38. <IF HEAD> : = IF <EXPRESSION>
39. <WHILE D0> : := <WHILE HEAD> DO <STMT 3P> END WHILE
40. <WHILE HEAD> ::= <WHILE> <EXPfiSSION> : <MAX -OOP COUMT>
41- <WHI1E> ::= WHILE
42. <FOR LOOP> : ;= <FOR H£AD> DO <3TMr GP> END FOR
43. <FOE HEAD> : := FOR *ID* FROM <EXPfiSSSION> Id
<EXPRESSI3N> : <MAX LOOP COUNT>
44. <PEHFORM rASK> : := *ID*
45. / *ID* ( <EXPfi LIST> : <ID LIST> )
46. <MAX LOOP COUNT> ::= *NnMBER*
47- <LEFT PARI LISI> ;:= <NAME> :=
48- / <LEFT PART LIST> <NAME> :=
49- <ASSIGNME»T SIMT> ::= <LEFT PART LIST> <EXPRESSION>
50- <DATA INPJT> ::= SENSE ( <NAME> )
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51. <DATA OUTPaT> ::= ISSUE ( <NAME> )










58- <PEEIOD> ::= *NUMBEE* <TIME MEasaRE>
59. <TIilE> ::= <PERIOD>
60. / <riME> <PERIOD>
61. <TIMED BLDCK> ::= <TIMED_BLOCK_HE AD> DO <SIMC GP> END IN
62. <TIMED_BL3CK_HEAD> ::= IN <PERIOD>
63. <HAIT> ::= WAIT <P£aiDD>
64.^ / WAIT <EXPRESSION> : <PERIOD>
65. <WAIT aNTIL> ::= <WAIT HEAD> <EXPRESSION> : CPERIOD>
66. <WAIT HEAD>




















77. <LABELED 3TMT> : ;= *ID*




79- / <LAB£LED SrMT>
80. <STMT GP> ::= <STMT> ;
81. / <STMT 2P> <STMI> ;
82. <PROC DEO ::= <BINARY SPEO
83. / <AEITHMETIC SPEO
84. / <CODE SPEO
85. / <CODE 7AE SPEO
86. <INPUT SPEO ::= INPOT : <TRANSMI SSION BODY> END INPUT
87. <OUTPOT SPEO ;:= ODTPJT : <TRANSilISSION BODf >
END OUTPai
88. <DEC> ::= <PROC DEO
89. / <INPUT SPEO
90. / <OaTPUT SPEO
91. / <DaPLEX SPEO
92. <DEC GP> : := <DEC> ;
93. / <DEC GP> <DEC> ;
94. <DaPLEX SPEO ::= DUPLEX <TR ANSMI SSION BODY> END DUPLEX
95. <BINARY SPEO ::= BINARY : <BINARY BODY> END BINARY
96. <ARITHM£TIC SPEO ::= ARITHMETIC ; <ARITHMErCC BODY>
END ARITHMETIC
97. <TfiANSMIS3I0N BODY> ::= <TRANSMISSION DEO ;
98. / <TRANSMISSION BODY> <TR ANSMI3 SION DEO ;
99. <TRANSMIS3I0N DEO ::= *ID* , <BINARY PRECISIOM> ,
<TECHN0L03Y>
100. <BINARY 30DY> : := <BINARY DEO ;
101. / <BINARY BODY> <BINARY DE: > ;




103. <AfiITHMEriC BODY> ::= <ARITHMETIC DEO ;
104. / <ARITHMETIC BODI> <AKITHM3TIC DEO ;
105. <ARITHMEriC DEO ::= *1D* <STfiaCT[JRE> ,
<DECIMAL PRE:ISI0N> <INiriAL VAmE>
106. <STRUCTURE> ::=
107. / ( <N3MBER LISI> )
108. <NaMBEE LIST> ::= *NUMBER*
109. / <NaMBEE L1ST> , *NUMBER*
113. <BINARY PRECISION> ::= *NaMBEa*
111. <DECIMAL PRECISION> ;;= *NaMBER*
112. <INITIAL 7ALaE> ::=
113. / , *NDMBER*
114. <TECHN0L33Y> ;:= TTL
115. / ECL
116. / ITL
117. <CODE VA2 SPEO ::= CODE VARIABLES : <CODE ) EC LIST>
END CODE VARIABLES
118. <CODE DEC LIST> ::= <CODE DEO ;
119. / <CODE DEC LIST> <CODE ) EO ;
120. <CODE DEO :;= *ID* : <CODE 1D>
121- <CODE SPEO ::= CODE : *1D* , OINARY PRECIS ION> ;
<CHAR\CTER RE? LI3T> END CODE
122. <CHARACTER REP LIST> : := <CHARACrER REP> ;
123. / <CHiaACTER REP LIST> <CHAR\CTER REP> ;
124. <CHARACTER REP> ::= *ID* : *N[JMBER*







130. <ID LIST> : : =
131. / *ID*
132. / <ID LIST> , *ID*
133. <NAME> ::= *ID*
134. / *ID* ( <EXPE LIST> |
135. / *ID* { *NJMBEfi* : *NJMBER* }
136. <FORMAL PAEAM LIST> ::=
137. / ( <ID LIST> : <ID LIST> )
138. <PROC> ::= <rASK>
139. / <FUNCTION>
140. <TASK> ::= <IASK_HEAD> ; <ZOPr PROC DEC GP> <STMT GP>
END *ID*
141. <ZOPT PEOC DEC GP> ::=
142. / <PROC DEC GP>
143. <PROC DEC GP> : := <PRDC DEO ;
144. / <PROC DEC GP> <PROC DEO ;
145. <TASK_HEAD> ::= TASK * ID* <FOaMAL PARAM LISO
145. <FUNCTIOS> ::= <FONCriON_HEAD> ; <ZOPT PROC DEC GP>
<STMT> END *ID*
147. <FnNCTIOS_HEAD> ::= FONCTION *ID* <FORMAL P\ RAM LIST> :
BINARY , <BINARY PRECISION> <INITIAL VALUE>
143. / FJNCTION *ID* <FORMAL P^RAM LIST> :
ARITHMETIC ,<DECIMAL PE£CISION> <INITIAL VALUE>
149. <PEOC GP> : := <PEOC> ;
153. / <PROC 3P> <PROC> ;
151. <PEOc se:tion> ::=
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152. / PROCEDaRiiS <?ROC GP>
153. <ROE> ::= <PERIOD>
154. <B1> : = <PERIOD>
155. <B2> : := <PEEIOD>
156. <RANK> ::= <Na>
157. / <N0> . <PI>
158. <Na> ::= *N0J1BER*
























<B1> , <B2> , <RANK>
<WHEN D0> : := <QDALIFICATION> WHEN <NAME>
<EPISODE TIMINJ> DO <TASK LIS T>
163. <SII1PLE [)0> ::= <QUALIFICATION> DJ <TASK LI3T> <SANK>
169. <EVERY> ::= <Q aALIFi:MION> EVERY <R3E> DO <TASK LIST>
170. <AT TIME> ::= <QUALIFICATION> AI <TIME> DO <TASK LIST>
171. <TASK LI3T> ::= <NAME>
172. / <TAScC LIST> THEN <NAME>
173. <CONTINGENCY DEF> ::= <WKEN D0>
174. / <SIMPLS 30>
175. / <EVERY>
176. / <AT TIJ1E>
177. <LIST BODY> ::= <CONriNGENCY DEF> ;
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173. / <LISr BODY> <CDNriN3ENCY D2F> ;
179. <CONTINGENCY LIST> :: =
180. / CONTINGENCY LIST <LrST BODY>
181. <DESIGN :RITEeiA> ::=
182. / DESIGN CRITERIA METRIC CMETRIO ;
VOLJMES <NUMBER LIST> ; MONITORS <NUMBER LIST> ;
183. <METfiIC> ::= FIRST
184. / COST
185- / POWER
186. <ENVIR0N!1ENT SECTION> :: =
187. / ENVIRONMENT <DEC GP>
188. <ID SECTION> : :=
189. / IDENIIFICAirOtJ DESIGNER : *STEING*
DATE : *STEING* PROJECT : ^STRING*
190. <CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN> : := <ID SECTION>
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